DSAC Ratings for Los Angeles District Dams

The Corps screened 563 dams and 108 other structures as part of the SPRA Process, with the following results:

- 21 DSAC I Dams
- 99 DSAC II Dams
- 216 DSAC III Dams
- 335 DSAC IV Dams
- 0 DSAC V Dams
- Total Structures Screened 671

Within the Los Angeles District are of responsibility, the screening portfolio classified 17 dams and 2 dikes with the following results:

- 5 DSAC II Dams and 2 DSAC II Dikes
- 6 DSAC III Dams
- 6 DSAC IV Dams

DSAC ratings for Los Angeles District dams.

DSAC I

None

DSAC II

Carbon Canyon Dam, Lopez Dam, San Antonio Dam, Santa Fe Dam, Whittier Narrows Dam, Corona National Housing Dike and Corona Sewer Treatment Dike

DSAC III

Brea Dam, Haines Canyon Debris Dam, Hansen Dam, Painted Rock Dam, Prado Dam and Sepulveda Dam

DSAC IV

Alamo Dam, Fullerton Dam, Mathews Canyon Dam, Mojave Dam, Pine Canyon Dam, and Whitlow Ranch Dam

DSAC V

None